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Skols, Five Sisters Sweep 
Election For May Queen 
Gene   Lewis   Chosen   Campus   Queen   For   May   Day; 
Joan Norsworthy Is Daisie May With 
George Madaras Li'l Abner 
Two Skols and three Five Sisters walked off with the student 
votes for the campus choice in comely coeds, a Delhi will once 
again be Li'l Abner during Sadie Hawkins Week, and the new 
constitution drawn up by the Student Council received a five-to- 
one majority vote in the all-campus election last Wednesday. 
Gene Lewis, popular Skol, will wear the crown on May Day ♦as   the  result  of a landslide victory 
over the other three candidates.    Her 
President 
TONY FRANCES 
A member of the Commoner fra- 
ternity and president of Kohl Hall, 
Tony Francos, abovo, became presi- 
dent of the Ohio College Newspaper 
Association as tho result of an elec- 
tion at K-nt State University during 
tho OCNA convention Ust  week. 
Frances Is Elected 
President Of OCNA 
Lilley's Editorial Wins Prize; 
Bee Gee News Receives 
Honorable Mention 
Anthony A. Frances, editor of the 
Bee Gee News, was elected President 
of the Ohio Collefre Newspaper As- 
sociation held at Kent State Univer- 
sity, last Wednesday, Thursday and 
Friday. Richard Lilley's editorial on 
Knickerbocker and the hate cult, won 
first place in editorials. Among col- 
lege weeklies, the Bee Gee News re- 
ceived Honorable Mention, with Case 
School of Cleveland taking- first 
honors. 
Although the next convention will 
be held at Kent, it is planned that the 
conference for 1942 be held here. 
The purpose of the conference was 
to better organize the OCNA to- 
ward exerting a greater influence on 
Ohio college newspapers. The group 
was addressed by Louis Bromfield, 
author of "The Rains Came," as well 
as several prominent newspapermen 
of Cleveland. Awards were made by 
the Seripps-Howard newspapers. 
Fifteen colleges  were  represented. 
High School Scribes 
To Hold Convention 
Here   Next   Spring 
More than BOO high school journal- 
ism students and teachers from North- 
western Ohio will hold their annual 
convention at the University next 
spring on April 26, it was voted last 
week-end at an executive meeting of 
the Northwestern Ohio District 
Journalism Association. 
Duncan Scott, who addressed the 
convention at a noon banquet held in 
Sylvania, extended the invitation to 
journalism advisers. 
The program for the 1941 conven- 
tion will include prominent speakers, 
round table discussions, and newspaper 
and yearbook exhibits and contests, 
Mr. Scott stated. The convention may 
decided next spring to make the 
University its permanent convention 
host. 
closest rival was Five Sister Weldon 
Brooks, with 204 votes to the winner's 
337. 
Attendants to the Queen on May 
17 will be Harriet Mcknight, junior; 
Janet Stump, sophomore; and Mary 
Herbert, freshman — all Five Sis- 
ters. Runners-up were Betty Jane 
Lowry, Florence Coover, and Alice 
Dinsmore. 
Constitution   Adoptod 
The student vote of 664 to 160 
to adopt the new constitution of the 
University Student Association drawn 
up by Student Council members under 
the direction of Darl Gatchell, will 
reorganize the whole campus set-up, 
throwing the power of student gov- 
ernment  onto  campus organizations. 
All eyes will be turned to Skol 
freshman Joan Norsworthy and Del- 
hi George Madaras during Sadie Haw- 
kins Week, for they will reign as the 
comic-strip favorites Daisy Mae and 
Li'l Abner in the forthcoming hill- 
billy celebration directed by the Del- 
his and culminating in un all-campus 
dance May 24. 
Pilot   H.   Ahrns 
Injured Saturday 
In Findlay Crash 
Plane   Overshoots   Airport; 
Flyer's Condition Is 
Favorable 
Howard Ahrns, sophomore liberal 
arts student from Deshler, Is report- 
ed to be out of danger and to be im- 
proving rapidly In Findlay Hospital 
from injuries received when his stu- 
dent training ship crashed Saturday 
morning as he endeavored to take off 
at Findlay Airport for a training 
flight. 
Ahrns, who was described by 
Lieutenant Mike Murphy, the head 
instructor of the C. A. A. flying 
school at Findlay, as the best student 
pilot in his class of 34 student flyers, 
was leaving the field to commence 
a cross country training flight 
when his ship's motor cut out In his 
endeavor to glide in for a landing, he 
overshot the field and crashed when 
he tried to turn back to the field. 
He was rushed to the hospital where 
it was found that his jaw had been 
broken in three places and it was 
thought that he might have a slight 
skull fracture. It is expected, how- 
ever, if no complications set In that 
he will he moved to his home in Desh- 
ler tomorrow. 
Howard is an active member of 
the Commoners Fraternity. 
Taxicab Announces 
New College Service 
In answer to numerous requests 
by students and faculty, the Fuller 
Taxicab Service has announced the 
addition of a new eight passenger cab 
to its fleet, to be used both for local 
service and for bus service to other 
cities in Northwestern Ohio. 
According to the announcement, 
for runs inside the city, as many as 
eight passengers may ride for the price 
of one, and prices are very low for 
trips to Fostoria, Fremont, Napoleon 
and ether cities which have no direct 
bus connections from here. 
Two-Year Teaching 
Certificates   New 
State Regulation 
During the transition period from 
two-year to the four-year require- 
ment in Elementary Education, the 
State Department of Education will 
issue temporary teaching certificates 
for two-year and three-year training, 
according to Dr. Clyde Hissong, Dean 
of the College of Education. 
The new regulation provides that 
a temporary elementary certificate 
will be issued to students who have 
completed two years of elementary 
training, effective up to September 
1, 1942. From Septemer 1942 to 
September, 1946, a temporary certif- 
icate will be issued to students com- 
pleting three years of elementary 
training. 
The four-year courses in Element- 
ary Education here have been so or- 
ganized that students can meet the 
requirements for either a temporary 
certificate or a four year provisional 
certificate. 
This regulation will make it pos- 
sible for students with two year 
training to teach for one or two 
years before returning to the Uni- 
versity  to  complete  their training. 
New Prof 
PAUL LEEDY 
Dr. Frank J. Prout announced this 
week thai Paul F. Leedy, above, will 
be promoted from extension service 
to a full-time professorship in the 
English Department next fall. Leedy 
is a gradaute of the University of 
Michigan. 
Leedy Named 
Campus Prof 
For Next Year 
Former   Extension   Worker 
To Teach  English 
Full Time 
Prof. Paul F. Leedy, graduate 0f 
the University of Michigan, will re- 
turn to this campus as a full-time 
professor in the English Department 
next fall, according to the adminis- 
tration. Last year Mr. Leedy taught 
In the  Extension  Service. 
Mr. Leedy is now working on his 
doctorate while teaching at the Uni- 
versity of Michigan, his thesis being: 
"Reputation of Alexander Pope." A 
specialist in 18th century literature, 
he has done all his work at the Uni- 
versity of Michigan, receiving both 
B.A. and M.A. degrees there. 
Courses in freshman English, the 
English novel, and some sophomore 
literature courses will be taught by 
Mr. Leedy next year. 
Edmon Low Resigns 
To Take New Post 
Will Assume New Duties 
At Oklahoma A. & M. 
College Next Fall 
Edmon Low, University head li- 
brarian, resigned his position here 
late last week to assume similar du- 
ties at Oklahoma Agricultural and 
Mechanical College at Stillwater, 
Oklahoma in September, according to 
the administration office. His resig- 
nation will become effective June 
10th, at the end of this semester. 
Mr. Low came to Bowling Green 
in June, 1938, as successor to Miss 
Ethel M. Blum, after securing his 
M.A. degree in library science at 
the University of Michigan. Last 
summer he tau<rht courses in library 
science at the University of Michi- 
gan. He plans to resume summer 
teaching there this year as well. 
After completing his undergradu- 
ate work at the East Central State 
Teacher's Collage at Ada, Oklahoma, 
Mr. Low received his B.S. degree 
from the University of Illinois. He 
then returned to Ada and served for 
some time as associate librarian at 
his alma mater. 
Several significant changes have 
been made in the University library 
under Mr. Low's supervision. A new 
and more efficient charge system has 
been installed. A book purchasing 
program that averages 1600 a month 
has been established. The number 
of periodicals subscribed for has in- 
creased 76 percent. The library 
open hours have been increased from 
44 to 76 and the internal routine of 
operation has been much simplified. 
Fourteen New Masque 
And Mantlers Inducted 
Notice 
Neat Tuesday is the deadline 
for session order-lag caps mad 
gowns As* Ktovo announced 
this week. Dae to the special 
chapel program on May Day, 
when seniors will don caps and 
gowns, rental will be fifty cents 
•«lra. A fin* will bo charged to 
those not making tho necessary 
arrangements   by   Tuesday. 
Fourteen new members were in- 
ducted into Masque and Mantle, cam- 
pus dramatic society, last week. Welds 
Berlincourt, Fremont, and Virginia 
Cross, Bowling Green, prepared the 
ritual. 
The new members are Grace Gess- 
/ner, Fremont; Bruce Siegenthaler, 
Fremont; Carrol Root, Fremont; 
Harold Wilensky, New York City; 
Edwin Christian, Cleveland; Abe 
Hoffman, Springfield, Mass.; Roger 
Wheeler, Wapakoneta; Waldo Egbert, 
Pemberville; Ruth Allison, Conneaut; 
Marie Greenwood, Fostoria; June 
Smith, Edgerton; Dick Jaynes, Bowl- 
ing Green: Mable Somers, Appalachia, 
Va.;  and  Ross Eistner, McClure. 
1500 High School Students 
Will Gather Here Saturday 
May Day Committee 
Outlines Plans For 
Annual Celebration 
President  Pushes Greatest 
Program In History 
Of University 
Dans for undoubtedly the greatest 
May Day ever held on this campus 
were discussed at a meeting called by 
President Frank J. Prout of the May 
Day   Committee  Monday  night. 
Among some of the features plan- 
ned for the all-day celebration on Fri- 
day, May 17 arc: crowning of the 
May Queen, a special senior chapel 
program, presentation of "Taming of 
the Shrew", the A. U. Prom, hoop- 
rolling by Shntzel and Williams Hall 
girls, Square Dancing, May Pole 
dance, a horse show, a gridiron ban- 
quet for men and a buffet supper. 
Two horse-drawn Tallyho's will es- 
cort the Queen and sixteen former 
May Queens of Bowling Green, who 
aro being Invited as guests of honor. 
A new feature in the processional is 
that nen will be taking part this 
year. 
The senior class will present a tree 
to the faculty to be planted on the 
enmpus, with records of the 1940 class 
planted beneath it or enclosed within 
a stone. 
Members of committees working on 
May Day arc: processional, Miss 
Caroline Nielsen and Prof. Upton 
Palmer; crowning ceremony, Mr. M. 
C. McEwen; horse show, Mr. Hcddin, 
Miss A. Wrcy Warner and Glcndora 
Woods; contests, Coach Harry Ockcr- 
mnn, Miss Caroline Shaw, Julia Dun- 
ham, Stan Minor and Katherine 
Ziegler; hoop rolling, Jean Drake; 
square dances, Miss Emilie Hart- 
man, and Roger Wheeler; may pole, 
Marie Luts, Doris Cotteral, Ruth 
O'Leary and Ileta Krieger. Prof. 
Willard E. Singer is grounds chair- 
man and Mr. E. C. Powell, stage 
properties  chairman. 
A technicolor film will be taken of 
the day's events. 
New Library Set Up 
Instituted  This  Week 
A major change was made in the 
University Library set-up early this 
week ss current magazines were mov- 
ed from the regular stacks to the 
shelves in the northeast corner of the 
reading room. 
The move was made to permit a 
greater use of the periodicals and to 
allow students to browse through 
them at their leisure. About 180, or 
half of the library's subscription list, 
were placed there by the student 
assistants. The remainder will be 
charged out as usual from the main 
desk. 
This new arrangement is intended 
to be an experiment. If students 
damage, destroy, steal or otherwise 
fail to cooperate, the magazines in- 
volved will be removed to the stacks 
again. However, such practices have 
been almost nil in the past, according 
to Librarian Edmon Low. It is be- 
cause of such cooperation by the stu- 
dent body that the plan was conceived 
and put into operation, he declared. 
'Inside Asia' Among 
New Library Books 
The University Library has re- 
cently purchased several books that 
have been among the best sellers this 
fall. 
"Inside Asia" by John Gunther de- 
scribes the events and personalities 
which are shaping the course of one- 
third the globe, in a way which makes 
them understandable to the average 
man and woman. The New York 
Herald Tribune "Books" describes it 
as "The most competent one-man re- 
portorial  Job ever undertaken." 
"Reaching for the Stars" by Nora 
Wain is a book to which American 
readers have turned in order to an- 
swer the question, "What do the Ger- 
man people really think of Naziism?" 
Falcon Frolic Production 
Postponed   Next   Fall 
Due to the lack of necessary time 
and the crowded social calendar mak- 
ing postponement impossible, the 
famed Falcon Frolic will be staged 
next fall, according to Frank Britt, 
producer. 
The same cast, with additions, will 
be used, Britt said, as well as the 
same directors, providing they are 
still in school. A feature about the 
Frolic for next year will be the use 
of original music. 
Dean Hissong To Supervise Annual 
District State Scholarship Tests In 
Days' Program Of Varied Activities 
One-Act Plays, Organ Recital,  Band Concert, Games 
Planned By W. C. Jordan, Chairman 
Of Entertainment Committee 
Nearly 1500 high school students with their teachers and 
friends are anticipated on the campus Saturday, when the Uni- 
versity conducts its Annual District State Scholarship Tests, 
according to Dr. Clyde Hissong, Dean of the College of Education 
and representative of the State Advisory Committee for Ohio 
scholarship tests. 
Dr. W. C. Hoppes, association pro- 
fessor of education and director of 
the campus training school is in 
charge of the administration of the 
scholarship tests. Dr. W. C. Jordan, 
director Of the University Extension 
Service, is chairman of the entertain- 
ment committee. 
Special Programs Planned 
The day will be devoted to the tests 
and townrd acquainting tho guests 
with the facilities and activities of the 
University. Cumpus buildings will be 
open and special programs will be 
given by the physical education, music 
and speech departments. The speech 
department plans to stage three one- 
act plays, under the direction of 
Ernest Maddock, Mary Cross and Rita 
llaskin. 
A half hour of organ music will bo 
featured at 0:30 for the parents, 
teachers and friends while examin- 
ations nre in session. At 10:46 the 
University band, under the direction 
of Prof. Charles F. Church, will give 
an open air band concert on the 
campus. 
Certificates    Awarded 
High school seniors who received 
high ranking in the General Scholar- 
ship Test given earlier this month, 
will bo awarded Honor Certificates at 
a complimentary luncheon in Kohl 
Hall. 
Games, horse and aquatic shows, 
and tho Northwestern Ohio College 
Track Meet will be included in the 
noonday recreation hour. Results of 
the mornings' testa will be announced 
at 4:00. 
DR. CLYDE HISSONG 
Every time scholarship day rolls 
around Dr. Clyde Hissong, abovo, 
doan of tho Collage of Education gets 
out his stop watch and blue pencil 
and rolls up his sloavot. Ho will bo 
on hand Saturday to supervise tho 
ination of 1500 potential fresh- 
Boucher To Speak 
In Peace Oratory 
Contest Saturday 
Four  Debaters  Participate 
In Radio Tourney 
Over WBNS 
Albert Boucher, junior from Haver- 
hill, Massachusetts, will represent the 
University in the State Peace Or- 
atorical Contest in Columbus, Satur- 
day, according to Upton Palmer, 
speech professor. 
In the last debate tournament of 
the season, held at Capital University 
Saturday and broadcast over station 
WBNS, Art Shanly and Bruce Side- 
bothem won one debate and lost one, 
in a round of four. John Bronson and 
Lawrence Kuhl lost two. Colleges 
taking part in the debate were Witten- 
berg, Capital and Bowling Green 
Prof. Conwell J. Poling accompanied 
the debaters. 
Track men at the University of 
Michigan disproved the old theory 
that sholarship and athletics won't 
mix by earning a B average for the 
first semester. 
Training School Exhibit 
To Be Open To Contestants 
High school scholarship contestants 
will be invited to see exhibits of 
typical classroom activities which will 
be on display Saturday in the Univer- 
sity training school from 10 to 11:30 
a. m. and from 12:30 to 3:30 p. m„ 
according to Miss Grace Wills, pro- 
fessor of industrial  arts. 
Although Saturday Is reserved for 
contest guests, from 3 to 6 Sunday 
afternoon open house will be held for 
students and faculty of the entire 
University and for townspeople. 
At the same time, in the University 
art rooms, an exhibit of original 
woodcuts and dry points by Donald 
F. Witherstine will be displayed. Mr. 
Witherstine has print collections in 
leading museums, including. Toledo, 
Boston, Dayton, Cleveland, the Con- 
gressional Library, and Los Angeles. 
Luther Muth of Bucyrus has ac- 
cepted a position as receiving clerk 
in the rug and carpet department of 
the F. & R. Lazarus Store in Colum- 
bus, according to Doan Ralph G. 
Harshman. 
They Said We Couldn't Do It 
With many doubts and not a few 
fears, Phony Frances and all the rest 
of the boys pulled out of Bowling 
Green. They left the editing of the 
paper — though not too hopefully 
— to a few inexperienced, unoriginal, 
and untalented girls — or so they 
thought. They very solicitously re- 
minded us that they'd be back Sat- 
urday and would stick by us in the 
make-up and printing. 
With no more equipment than our 
disputed brain ability and what we 
hoped would prove ingenuity, wo 
girls set out to publish the paper. 
The real task, however, has been to 
devise means of keeping the boys out 
of it They've been running things 
around here for so long that they 
consider themselves indispensable. 
Halpod tho Little Woman 
Frances showed bis protective in- 
stinct by helping out our new woman 
editor — and, after all, what does he 
think an editor's for? We had no 
sooner squelched him than right off 
the bat Dunipace informed us that 
he had two full columns of Falcon 
pin-feathers that limply had to be 
put in. 
Mr. Robber Baron informed us that 
he Intended to be very helpful  on 
Monday night with the ads.    At the 
time    of    writing    we    still    haven't 
thought our way out of that one. 
Havanas   Handsd   Out 
We have also discovered that Tues- 
day is usually spent at the printer's 
office — the purpose being to hurry 
them up and give them super Havan- 
as when they feel they're being rush- 
ed. Now I'll admit that our handing 
a printer a cigar couldn't be done 
with the casualness a boy could man- 
age, but we could do passably. 
And as for the other point, wo- 
men are notorious for their nagging. 
We are verbally throwing Chick Lil- 
ley and Frances out of the printing 
office. 
As  Dumb as the Menl 
We women have learned at least 
one thing after putting out the paper. 
We have reached the conclusion that 
all the people who have been saying 
for ever so long that girls are smart- 
er than boys are mistaken. We humb- 
ly acknowledge and admit that we 
are just aa dumb as they are. 
Since we have come to this con- 
clusion, and since this paper definite- 
ly proves it to the student body and 
the world in general, we abandon our 
position as editors of the paper and 
give the boys back their toy. 
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They dint have nothin to do with this 
Proof Readers  Alta Miller 
Marilee   Hargesheimer,   Betty   Lou   Kruse 
Typist  - Evelyn  Myers 
Scott stayed here; what could we do about it? 
THE BEE GEE MEWS CLAIMS FULL RESPONSI- 
BILITY FOR THE OPINIONS OF ITS COLUMNITS 
WE  WIMMIN  GOTTA  STICK  TOGETHER. 
What, Here? 
Bowling Green State University needs another 
organization on the campus, and the logical one 
to institute is the American Student Union. 
There are several reasons why this organization 
is an outstanding choice. 
First and foremost among these is the fact 
that anyone can join the American Student Uni- 
on. No more of the "not good enough" stuff for 
democratic BGSU. Moreover, we have all seen 
at one time or another, people's names in the 
Key with utterly no activities listed under their 
names. This is, of course, a pathetic sight, be- 
cause there is something so hopeless, so apathetic 
about a name without an activity attached. Now 
if the American Student Union were organized, 
everybody — even John Doc and Mary Smith — 
would have something listed under his name at 
graduation. We owe it to the school and to our 
students to see that every graduate has an activi- 
ty under his name. 
The second reason why an organization should 
be fostered is that organization itself is good for 
the soul. So many of us wander futilely through 
life, never finding a niche, never having that 
feeling of "belonging." This is a deplorable situ- 
ation, to be sure, and the American Student Uni- 
on would remedy this. Think how many soap 
box orators they need! Think how many radi- 
cal propagandists are employed in pouring out 
the red hot stuff the ASU is noted for. Every- 
body, from the lowest, most insignificant fresh- 
man to the most lofty senior would find some 
niche in the American Student Union. 
The final reason why the need for such an or- 
ganization is expedient is this: we Bowling Green 
Students need an ideal, a motto to follow. Let 
us suggest the motto that raised the depraved 
and raving Frenchmen from the gutters to the 
highest of the highest: Liberty, Equality, and 
Sorority. There is a worthy motto, and only 
for an organization like the ASU, with its noble 
aims and high ideals, would this motto be appro- 
priate. 
Bowling Green is in desperate need of an or- 
ganization; we need something to make order 
out of chaos. And the American Student Union, 
as shown above, offers the best advantages, and 
proves most effective, in supplying this need. 
Let's back it to a woman I     I.W.W. 
Smoke Dreams 
Bowling Green State University is a modern 
university — the buildings, the faculty, the stu- 
dents and the principles are such. Yet there is 
one issue wheih has been dodged, avoided and 
stuck down in a dark corner for a long time, and 
that is the question of a smoker on the campus 
for women. (Yes, there are girls on the campus 
who do.) When the Women's Gym was built 
there was talk of making a smoker in the lounge, 
but that was all that came about. 
There are few other Ohio campuses which do 
not provide places for women students to smoke. 
A few of the better known schools which do are 
Ohio State, Miami University, Ohio Wesleyan 
and Kent State. Certainly it is not entirely fair 
that the girls living in sorority houses and out 
in town have the privilege to smoke if they so de- 
sire, while the dormitory girls must be guided 
by their consciences. The question of the sine 
and structure of the dormitories always arises* 
when the smoker question does, but certainly a 
safe and suitable place could be provided in each 
dormitory. 
Plenty of coeds must feel the same as Miss 
Indignant Coed does, and they are justified in 
doing so. A group of them have already decided 
to do something about the situation, but whether 
or not they are successful remains to be seen. At 
any rate, Bowling Green will no doubt have smok- 
ing facilities for women on the campus some day. 
It is hard to say just when that will be. But to 
Miss Indignant Coed and all the rest, I predict 
that it is a smoke dream not so far in the future. 
M.W. 
SYMPTOMATIC OR SYMBOLICAL? 
"The Grapes of Wrath" was formally ushered into the 
town a short time ago, and all the good people went to 
see how the moral s; stem was degenerating. At the so- 
called "dirty parts" the audience gave its immoral sup- 
port In the form of embarrassed titters and giggles. 
But people say, "It wasn't anything compared to the 
book." Ever since the "foul thing" was published, there 
has been a great stir over realism, and people have be- 
come properly shocked wherever they thought that 
convention and the pre-established moral system demand- 
ed it 
"It made me blush to read it," one hears. "I could 
hardly finish it, it was so filthy." And yet people did 
finish it. "Why do they print such stuff,"' someone asks. 
And the answer lies in the age. 
Many people feel that Steinbeck wrote a great book, 
but that to be truly effective, the realism should have 
been a little less real. Steinbeck must have known that 
he had a moral standard to hurdle — in fact, I can al- 
most see him sitting back and laughing at the return of 
superficial morality. We can only conclude that Stein- 
beck's book is symptomatic, a preview of the literature 
to come. Authors aren't writing "all that trash" just to 
be daring, or to encourage furtive reading by innocent 
adolescents. He and the other realists are Beeing life 
In the cold light of objectivity, and to them, truth lies in 
reality. 
The spirit of the age is in the book, the aching loneli- 
ness in a life without hope, 'ihe dominant phrase is re- 
peated over and over: "I don' know; I Jus' don' know." 
And we who are smug in our financial superiority over 
the Okies don't know either, no matter how much we try 
to fool ourselves. Conventionally speaking, there is no 
solution In the novel.   But neither is there one in life. 
Today authors aren't seeing books in terms of plot 
complications, ultimate conclusions, and happy endings. 
Life doesn't work out that way. Today authors see 
people as wretched, searching, seeking, and alwaya in 
vain. The hopelessness, the want, the futility — It's 
all there. And that's why Steinbeck wrote a great book. 
It is symobical of the age. Our age, our people, no mat- 
ter how much we hide behind farm legislation and the 
Ideals of democracy, arc presented in that book. 
But the righteous and indignant moralists, who be- 
lieve as Sammy Johnson did, that only the good should 
be presented in literature, will have to turn back to an- 
other age to read of all the pretty ideals men pride them- 
selves on. Idealism has left life and literature; actuality, 
Btark and haunting, has taken its place. 
TORRENTS: 
The "A" students could be spotted very easily . . . . 
they stood around the prof illuminated by the glow of 
the polished apple .... She was one of the people who 
abstain from indulgence and compensate by abhorring 
others' indulgence. 
AINT IT THE TRUTH? 
Straight from the U.S. army comes the latest bayonet 
procedure, dispersed for popular information under the 
"Bo Prepared" gag. You know the old philosophy of 
war was to kill, and when taught how to bayonet, the 
soldiers were told to shove it through the throat to kill 
the man off But the old order changeth, and the new 
philosophy of war is to keep the man alive — but not for 
the virtuous and altruistic reason of sending him home 
when it's all over. As behind all other things, the econ- 
omic element is hero involved. If you kill a man, all the 
enemy has to do is to push dirt over him — if the enemy 
happens to want to bother. But if you put the bayonet 
through the man's thighs, he will be merely injured, and 
hospitals, nurses, and doctors cost money. In this way 
the enemy's financial resources are more quickly ex- 
hausted. 
By the way. when you bayonet a man, don't put it 
through his bowels because if you do he'll scream, where- 
as for some reason he will not if he's stabbed in other 
places. It is very important that he should not scream 
because this might disconcert you and make you lose your 
lust to kill.    Great stuff, bayoneting. 
MINE EYES HAVE SEEN THE GLORY: 
The other generation ought to come out strong on that 
one. Give us the inside dope on all this flagwaving and 
wersongsinging that goes on when Johnny goes off to 
war, my boys. There must be something to it that we 
don't know about — people have been at it for so long. 
And we consider it truly regrettable that we lack the 
old time "patriotism" and feel reluctant to blow up some- 
body. People used to die for the honor of the flag, but 
that was before life was reckoned in terms of the price 
of fertilizer. 
"Oh, horrors," shrieked our lovable 
heroine Sybil, taking a black snood 
from her dark ebony tresses which 
surrounded her sweet countenance 
like a Christmas wreath. 
"What can the matter be?" queri- 
ed Chester, her nnancee. His left 
eyebrow jerked out of shape in his 
anxiety  for her. 
"Mother's dead," she replied, hang- 
ing up the receiver. "And her in- 
surance ran out last year." Her face 
drooped a melancholic frown. "Now 
that mother's dead I'm childless. Oh, 
a life without mother," she moaned 
desperately. 
Plant!   Quick   On* 
Chester, who never missed an op- 
portunity, went to the dear girl and 
comforted her by smothering her in 
his arms and planting a quick one on 
her cherry lips that were in full 
bloom. 
"Now, now," he dripped sentiment- 
ally. 
Suddenly the door bell rang. Sy- 
bil turned to Chester and asked, 
"Who can that bet" 
Suspense hung in the air like the 
odor of stale grease. Sybil dashed 
to the paneled door. She grabbed 
the telegram from the Western Uni- 
on's hand and, without giving him a 
tip, slammed the door in his face, 
leaving him thwarted and what's the 
usey on the steps. 
Brother Injured 
With terrified fingers she ripped 
open the envelope. She drew out 
the heart-deadening epistle: Brother 
injured in plane crash. Come to see 
him immediately. Sybil turned to 
Chester. 
"Exactly ten words," he announc- 
ed   triumphantly. 
"Oh, what am I going to do?" she 
asked him in a heart-rendering voice. 
"What am   I going to do?" 
Chester turned and began to pace 
the floor in long awkward strides. 
Once again the doorbell rang and 
Chester discontinued his pacing. 
"Who's that?" he wondered aloud. 
Con   to  Door 
Sybil drooped over the installment 
plan rug toward the massive door. 
"Harold!" she cried. 
Chester, who had been pacing and 
worrying simultaneously, turned a 
fierce semi-circle and stood listening. 
"Oh, my darling," came a deep 
masculine  voice. 
Then there was a long silence, and 
finally the sound like that made when 
a cow pulls its foot out of the mud. 
"Why don't I do something about 
it?" Chester worried, tearing his hair. 
———^———^——— 
At The Cinema 
"Is she good enough for me? Do I 
really love her? To woo or not to 
woo,  that  is the   question." 
Swoon* on Davenport 
Finally he glanced around for the 
davenport, and, after a short swoon, 
he pirouetted nose first onto it. 
But what has happened to our 
tragic heroine? Her tresses are fus- 
ed with the dark tweed of Harold's 
suit. What's this? She seems to be 
crying.    Let's listen. 
"Oh, Harold, so much has happen- 
ed since you've gone. Mother died 
today. Brother's been hurt, and I 
haven't even had time to do any- 
thing about it. Oh, and darling! 
Chester's here!" 
"That Brute!" 
"Chester!" His deep bull frog 
voice exploded and all the mice scamp- 
ere for safety. "That brute! That 
beast!    I'll show him!" 
Drawing a .32 from his vest pock- 
et, he tore into the over-stuffed par- 
lor where Chester was bringing him- 
self out of it. Chester looked up 
startled by what he saw. 
He said lightly, "Harold! Why, 
Childe, I thought you'd gone on a 
pilgrimage." 
"Yas, I did, and I earned my mis- 
fortune too," he growled throwing 
a mess of greenbacks into Chester's 
face. "And when I come back, I 
find you, you cur, you cad, you worse 
than nothing, you such and which, 
here with my girl. You cur, you 
cad." 
Levels   at   Cheater 
"I heard you the first time," laugh- 
ed Chester confidently. "And I'm 
not afraid of you or your .32 either." 
"Oh, you're not?" roared Harold, 
a depraved look taking over his face. 
"I'll show you" and he leveled at 
Chester. 
"Help! Murder! Fire! Police!" 
Our heroine, scared to fainting, col- 
lapsed   into  the   nearest  chair. 
There was a blast of fire, a roar, 
a streak of flame and all the rest of 
it. Chester's avoirdupois fell to the 
floor with a thud. 
Marvels   at  Handiwork 
Pulling out a cigarette, Harold 
sat on the edge of a chair marveling 
at his handiwork. Suddenly he no- 
ticed smoke coming from the kitchen 
into what had been a living room 
before Chester's demise. He throt- 
tled  into  action. 
"Sybil," he boomed, grabbing her 
by her curly tresses. "The house is 
on fire. Get everything out but 
Chester." 
What will happen to our heroine? 
Is Chester completely dead? Who is 
Sybil's true love? Read the next 
installment in the Never issue. 
THE    MIRACLE   OF   SPRING 
Oh, when the robins start to fly, 
Then spring is here, of my, oh my! 
The trees are out and all in bloom 
And chase away our every gloom. 
Then Mother Nature comes to life. 
And settles all our every strife. 
The moon is yellow, gold, and big; 
I almost want to dance a jig. 
The grass is green; there is no rain. 
I go for walks in Lovers' Lane 
With Eddie — he's my beau. 
Beautiful spring,  I  love you so! 
BY BELLE VAN LOVELACE 
Biographical Note 
We were greatly fortunate in se- 
curing, by special remission of the 
authoress, "The Miracle of Spring." 
Miss van Lovelace was born in a no- 
toriously lovely and romantic town, 
Dopesburg, in 1893. Her education 
was cleaned in the masterful woods 
under the direction of Mr. Sapof 
Tree. 
The mystery of the vernal forests 
and snow-peaked mountains is evi- 
denced in her lovely and exotic poet- 
ry. Her heritage comes from fine 
stock — John Bull being her paternal 
forefather. We are proud — no, 
thrilled — to present Miss van Love- 
lace's masterpiece of rhyme and 
rhythm.    — Editor. 
Beauty Quips 
BY MARTHA WALRATH 
THE PROFS SQUAWK 
BY  VIVIAN TODDLER 
(A column of opinion on quettiont of contemporary 
inlereil to itudrnti in. order that they gain a better 
understanding of this Modern Age) 
Question: What do you think ol woman suffrage? 
"Some women are very intelligent," opined Benny 
Nordmann, Professor of Life. "But when I hear that 
five million of them listen to those crary stories over 
the radio about Cornelia's First Love, it makes me mad. 
Oh, I tell you, it's terrible. Dont be fooled by a pretty 
face, I tell the boys. Take your time, I tell them, pick- 
ing out the face you'll see across the breakfast table for 
the rest of your life." 
His voice took on a 60-mile-an-hour pace as he warm- 
ed to the subject. "Shop around. When you get brains 
with beauty — you can't beat that. I'm telling you 
something, folks." 
Sea* Chaaf« 
"What do I think of woman suffrage?" mused Dr. Al- 
bert McHarg Hase, B.A., M.A., Ph.D., etc. "The ques- 
tion is, of course, a purely arbitrary discussion, but it 
is my contention uh that as a result of the type of civili- 
sation that prevails at the present time, that the status 
of women has changed from the way it was, uh, say s 
decade ago." 
Dr. Hase coughed, pondered ten minutes, then resum- 
ed. "We must, of course, sdmit that there is a possibility 
— let us say — that women would have an exaggerated 
presumption of their importance in governmental mat- 
ters." He paused snd then looked up. "At least, that 
is the way I view the question." 
"Preposterous   Notion!" 
"Suffrage for women I" boomed Skippy Schwars, pro- 
fessor of History Msde Alive, his eyes biasing, his fist 
crashing down on the desk. "A preposterous notion put 
out by a group of radicals who forget the true place of 
women in our country.   Fancy the women of America 
AT THE CLA-ZEL 
"Virginia City", starring Errol 
Flynn and Miriam Hopkins, opens 
tonight and continues through Friday. 
The story is taken from a once cen- 
sored and almost forgotten episode 
of the Civil War period. Randolph 
Scott and Flynn represent the oppos- 
ing sides in the war. Miss Hopkins, 
who is really a Southern girl, lets 
down her hair for a lively part as a 
dancehall girl. With an excellent sup- 
porting cast, this promises to be one 
of the best pictures of the year. 
"The Man Who Wouldn't Talk" be- 
gins Saturday, the "silent one" being 
played by Lloyd Nolan, long known 
for hie bad man parts. With this, 
"Shooting High", is being shown with 
Gene Autrey and Jane Withers pro- 
viding the action. 
Sunday and Monday Eddie Cantor 
returns to the screen, this time as a 
college professor. The humor, instesd 
of coming from jokes and gags, is the 
result of the actions that take place 
in "Forty Little Mothers." 
AT THE LYRIC 
One of the most popular pictures 
of the year continues tonight at the 
Lyric. Frederic March plays the part 
of detective who travels half the world 
after Joan Bennett—before she dyed 
her hair. The picture is packed with 
excellent comedy, and is also remem- 
bered as the one in which Ann Soth- 
ern made her sensational comeback. 
Friday and Saturday brings the re- 
turn of that popular cowboy, Charles 
Starrett In "Two-Fisted Ranger". The 
feminine lead is played by Iris Mere- 
dith. 
"An Angel From Texas" opens 
Sunday where the "Brother Rats" 
return for another session of hilar- 
ious comedy, and of course the cast 
contains Eddie Albert, Wayne Morris 
and Ronald Reagon, with the female 
leads handled very capably by Rose- 
mary Lane, Jane Wyman and Ruth 
Terry. 
Hashin' Fashion 
BY MARTHA JORDAN 
Although Paris predicts longer 
skirts for ladies this season, there is 
a rugged individualist on the campus 
who has other ideas about the matter. 
I mean none other than Miss "Smiles" 
from Loisville (and I don't mean 
Kentucky). With this lil" lady set- 
ting the pace, skirts have hit a new 
high. 
And skirts aren't the only thing. 
Hats are soaring to such heights that 
birds are mistaking them for tree 
trunks and building nests on top. 
Some shorties are trying to be long- 
stemmed American beauties by add- 
ing the extra height and the results 
are ghastly! Girls, if you are look- 
ing for something unique, try this 
one. It can't fall. (To make you 
lose your man). 
Mix well, one pound of seeded 
grapes, five cherries, four prunes, 
eight gooseberries snd juice of two 
lemons. Turn your Pop's straw hat 
upside down and cover it with the 
mixture. The veiling will be of the 
translucent liquid type, but boy the 
effect will be dazzling — and good, 
too. 
Hose are next in the spotlight. Or 
rather, no hose at all. In the summer 
months to come, this stylist predicts 
the ciliated natural type to be the 
most popular. They don't need 
washing, not even with Lux, because 
the accommodating sun covers up 
all traces of dirt with a smooth Poly- 
nesian bronze. 
Your fashion reporter must stop 
now to go to the Troc and see if that 
naughty Dorothy Lamour is still run- 
ning around in a so wrong. And so, 
until the editors of the paper go to 
another news convention, bye, bye! 
So, you wish you were a May 
Queen! Well, all you little would- 
be-B.G.-Queens, this column was writ- 
ten  especially  for you. 
The first thing for you to decide 
is what type you are. Do you ooze 
oomph, glow with glamor, radiate 
with romance or are you just you? 
We suggest that you gather up all 
the movie, fashions and women's 
magazines you can find and settle 
down to some serious discrimination. 
But now you must be honest in de- 
ciding what type you are. (You don't 
really think you look like Hedy Le- 
Marr, do you?) 
Now you have looked through all 
the magazines. You should have 
come upon some new hair-do that 
will do just wonders for you. As for 
your clothes, you've probably decid- 
ed that they're all wrong, too. Well, 
just write home to the family and 
tell them you need a few new things. 
(Go right ahead and borrow your 
roommates' when they answer with 
some trivial nonsense about taxes 
being due — you would anyway.) 
When you have changed outward- 
ly, (Sorry, if you haven't, we haven't 
time to wait.) it is time for you to 
develop your personality. Do you 
giggle at everyone's jokes but your 
date's? Are you always hungry? Do 
you keep up a steady stream of chat- 
ter, never allowing the poor man to 
get in a word about that model air- 
plane he just built? If you don't do 
all those things — well, you probab- 
ly stopped reading this long ago and 
are on the sport page by now. But 
we'll just bet that you do, so we sug- 
get you develop the more subtle per- 
sonality — fewer giggles and see 
what you can do about the appetite. 
And let The Man do the talking for 
a change. (If it's over your head, 
concentrate on that stray man in the 
next booth — your date will be all 
wrapped up in what he's saying for 
awhile,  anyway.) 
We suggest that you launch the 
New You on the next important date 
you have. (If they're past that 
stage—pretend it's to be that very 
first date with Him.) You've got your 
hair just ss it was in Vogue (without 
benefit of Antoine), you've got your 
roommate's best-looking outfit on — 
you even feel different inside. You 
go out in the parlor to meet him, and 
when all he says is, "Aren't you ever 
ready on time?", think nothing of it. 
Think nothing of it again when he 
brings you home and asks if you're 
ill because you only ate two ham- 
burgers instead of three and because 
you hardly said a word all evening. 
No, dear reader, think nothing of it, 
and just mark it up to experience — 
that's what we're doing with this col- 
umn! 
studying the problems of government over the cradles of 
Bleeping children."   Then his eyes grew soft and kindly. 
"But then," he meditated, "democracy might be given 
new life by the voice of women." His voice took an iron- 
ical tone — "To cry out against the ruthless greed of 
men." 
"Women voting?" Maudie Sharp, dean of women quer- 
ied, a worried maternal look in her eyes. "Well, now I 
just don't know how that would work out It's all very 
well for women to have brains — but they shouldn't be 
so public about them. That's one thing men resent in 
a woman. 
"I don't mean resent exactly — it's just that men 
dont want a woman's intelligence to be so obvious. 
That's it — obvious. Not so obvious. If women would 
have sense enough to keep their brains to themselves, 
they'd get along a lot bettor." 
High F.lutin  Staff 
"Sounds like high falutin' stuff to me," grouched Dr. 
Willard E. (Einstein) Singer, professor of SCIENCE. 
"All this talk about giving the vote to women. What I 
see of them in my classes makes me wonder what they 
come to college for ■■- unless to get a husband. Pardon 
me — I have some electrons to attend to." And there- 
upon he shrugged off the burning question of the day, 
showing the unconcern of Science for the petty affairs 
of men (or women). 
"All I know is what I see In the movies," mumbled 
Sammy Mayfield, professor of geography, on passing 
down the hall. "No time to think about women voting, 
— ears-up in twelve weeks' tests." 
And thus we conclude the opinions of distinguished 
members of the University faculty, a vital question of the 
day settled through the firmness of their convictions 
and the background of their scholarship. 
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Dunny Laid An Egg  
FEATHERS FROM THE FALCON PEST 
THE WHY AND WHEREFORE . . . 
Since, by editorial decree (or maybe its the Sadie Hawkins 
atmosphere), the feminine members of the staff, under the dir- 
ection of Vivian Walker, are writing the copy and editing the Bee 
Gee News this week it seemed that little would be heard from the 
men's sports activities for a week. But after a little 
string pulling, etc. the big noises allowed me to make 
a small contribution to Shirley Francis' sports page, 
and this is it. 
■ 'TWILL BE A BUSY WEEK FOR 
THE THINCLADS . .. 
The athletic department and the Falcon tracksters 
alike are making preparations for the invasion of 
seven northwestern Ohio college track squads next 
Friday and Saturday for the annual running of the 
Northwestern Ohio College Invitation Track Meet. 
Although at present it is believed that not all the 
invited schools will send complete squads for the classic, there 
will be representatives from Ohio Northern, Bluffton, Findlay, 
Richard 
Dunipsc. 
Heidelberg-, Defiance and Wittenberg, 
besides the host team that will be out 
gunning for points in an effort to 
dethrone Toledo University, the de- 
fending champions. 
In last year's get-together the 
Rockets fairly burned up the local 
oval in amassing eight firsts for a 
total of 71H points. BG was second 
with 57H counters but their points 
were made mostly in seconds and 
thirds as Captain Duff Madaras was 
the only Brown and Orange perforn- 
er to grab a first. Ohio Northern, 
Bluffton, Wittenberg and Findlay, the 
other contestants, placed in that order. 
From what I can gather from the 
results of the early season meets of 
these eight schools, this week-end's 
carnival will be a battle between the 
Falcons and the sizzling Rockets. Al- 
though the results of the often-post 
poned triangular affair between BG, 
Toledo and Michigan Normal that 
was run off yesterday afternoon on 
the Toledo track were not available 
at press time, it would be pretty easy 
to predict the outcome of the second 
battle between the Bee Gees and the 
Bancroft Avenue runners by studying 
the times and results of yesterday'i 
meet. 
. Coach Landis will be relying on 
such steller performers as Eddie Wer- 
ner, his blond speedster, Clarence 
Goterba, Bill Primrose, and Frank 
Higham in the hurdle events while 
Dwight Toedter, Robert Habenstein, 
Earl Brillhnrt. Walt Roper, Luther 
Rosen, Jay Parker, and Jerry licit 
man will run in the distance events. 
Captain Duff Madaras, George Madar- 
as, Cliff Foster and John Fails will 
carry the burden in the field events. 
The Falcons faired pretty well in 
the two triangulars that they par- 
ticipated in during the last week. They 
were nosed out by a strong band of 
Muskingum trackBters in a three way 
meet held at New Concord Saturday 
by the score of 65-62. Mt. Union, the 
third team, tallied 32 counters. Ed 
Wellner was the big scorer for the 
brood when he copped firsts in the 
two hurdles and the broad jump. 
Dwight Toedter legged a victory in 
the 440 while Cliff Foster tied for 
first in his specialty, the high jump. 
In their second engagement last 
week the Brown and Orange won a 
triangular from Ohio Northern and 
Findlay with comparative ease, the 
ncore being 81 to Findlay's 47V4, to 
Northern's S3H. 
BASEBALLERS CONTINUE PLAY THIS WEEK . . . 
Starting their week's play with a game yesterday afternoon 
at the city park against the Lutherans of Wittenberg, the Falcon 
baseballers swung into the midst of their season's schedule with 
games booked with Hillsdale College from Michigan and BlufTton 
in the near future. 
Since it was impossible to print I year's squad made all year, Coach 
any dope on yesterday's game as 11 Steller was able to substitute freely 
had a copy deadline to meet, it will be, in the long fracas and he was able 
hard to say what the Brown and to discover the merits of his brood 
Orange record will be when they | under fire and he found some fine 
tangle with Hillsdale Saturday. If by prospects. 
chance the Stellermen do drop to the His big find was Harold Mehlow, 
Wittenberg collegians, it can't be sophomore flinger, who pitched the 
considered any disgrace as the Red. whole way giving up but nine hits and 
Devils are noted for their fine horse-! four runs, some of these being un- 
hide aggregations, having won the earned. Mehlow also was praised for 
Ohio Conference title on several oe-ihis ability to field the position, 
casions. Little information is avail-1 In several other positions the 
able about the strength of this year's1 yannigans, who were given a chance 
Hillsdale nine but in past years they before the game was very old, show- 
have given the Falcons some tough 
opposition. Bluffton's Beavers, who 
will entertain the brood on next Tues- 
day, are old rivals on the Bee Gee 
card. Last year the two teams split a 
pair of slug-fests. 
* In their opening game the Falcons 
showed a lot of potential power in 
holding the highly-touted Findlay 
College Oilers to a 4-S score over a 
13 inning route. Although the team 
committed a total of 10 errors during 
ed that the veterans will have to hump 
to keep their positions. The work of 
Denton Ricketts on third and that of 
Dewey Johnson on first was very 
smooth, while the play of Ed Mussill 
at second and Tippy Michaelis at 
shortahop completed a snappy infield 
combination. 
The practices this week will be de- 
voted to batting practices in an 
endeavor to build up some support 
for the mound   staff in  the  way of 
the game,  nearly   as   many as   last I base hits. 
RACQUET WIELDERS OPEN COURT SEASON ... 
Coach Budd Cox's first edition of the Falcon tennis team 
opened their season yesterday with a match with Toledo DeSales 
College and, as so often mentioned before in this column, due to 
that ever pressing copy deadline (they ought to change the date 
of the games or the deadline—one of 
the two), I have no results to offer. 
But Coach Cox states that the De- 
Sales opener will serve as a standard 
of judging his aquadmen as to their 
abilities and that by next Tuesday, 
when the netters travel to Toledo to 
meet the University of Toledo 
racqueteers, the fight for positions 
on the team   will   be   pretty  nearly 
A tentative starting line-up for the 
DeSales match found Don Mason in 
the number one singles slot, Chuck 
Snyder in the number two position 
while Jim Hollinger and Jack Me- 
Mahon, the returning letter-men from 
last year's squad, were filling in at 
the third and fourth posts respective- 
ly, while the fight for fifth man's 
position was still waging at the time 
this article was written. settled. 
GOLF, TENNIS, BASEBALL STARTED ON 
INTRAMURAL PROGRAM . .. 
After a dismal month in trying to get an uncooperating crop 
of would-be volley ball players to play off their league schedule, 
Senior Manager Abe Keown called the whole thing quits and, 
after a few disparaging remarks as a warning to the participants 
in the table tennis tournament that 
seems headed for the fate of the 
volley ball schedule, announced the 
spring program to be sponsored by 
the intramural department. 
The main events on the calendar are 
tournaments in tennis and golf and a 
full schedule of play in Softball. 
There seems to be one little catch 
in the golf set-up in that the players 
have to furnish their own clubs and 
pay their own fees, but it is expected 
that there will be a great deal of 
interest shown, especially between the 
different fraternities. 
The baseball set-up will be divided 
into an independent and a Kohl Hall 
league with the winners of each play- 
ing it off for the championship. The 
Kohl Hall lads have been playing for 
three weeks and will have a decided 
edge. 
A BIT OF THE MISCELLANEOUS . . . 
It seems that it is getting toward that time of year when the 
Varsity Club buys a herd of nice fat steaks and treats the boys 
that have dealings in the muscle factory to a steak dinner with 
all the trimmings. The date for this year's feed is set for tonight 
and it ia expected that some 200 of 
the squadsmen of the different sports 
and a few guests will square off for 
the feast. Here's one that thinks this 
is a swell gesture on the part of the 
letterman's club. 
Although    there    are    no   definite year's team should report to him. 
statements coming from Coach Harry 
Ockerman, the general rumor ia to 
the effect that the football squad for 
next year will be bedecked in nice new 
satin finery. Understand, it is not 
official but there win be orange satin 
pants with brown Jersey. Pretty, eh, 
what? 
George T. CotUUo it through exam- 
ining and all the candidates for the 
Red Cross Instructor's Training certi- 
ficates that were listed in last week's 
paper passed the testa. Coach Cox 
announces that swimming drills have 
started and  all   candidates for next 
In conclusion, a word of thanke 
to the members of my regular staff 
for their cooperation in gathering 
this material and a weary so long 
from a feather snatcher who would 
like to ask our wounded aviator how 
the doublea team of Ahrns and 
Dunipsce ia going to play its matches 
when he is way down thar. 
B G Mermaids 
Organize New 
"Swan^ Club 
High   School   Day   Water 
Show Planned By 
Drake Group 
The mermaids in the Natatorium 
are now organized into the "Swan 
Club" with eighteen charter members, 
according to Miss Jean Drake, fac- 
ulty conferee. 
The swimmers are working on a 
water show to stage on Scholarship 
Day, will have a splash party for 
coed swimmers of other colleges May 
25th, and plan to improve their 
swimming style at their weekly Wed- 
nesday  night  meetings. 
Tryouts for new members will be 
held after this week. Pledges will 
be tested on speed, form, distance 
swimming, diving; and for active 
membership must pass the Senior 
Life-Saving Test 
Officers elected last week are: Shir- 
ley Francia, president; Florence 
Coover, vice-president; Rita Fender, 
secretary-treasurer; Mary Ann Pa- 
velle, social chairman. Tryout Com- 
mittee includes Arlene Fisher, chair- 
man; Charlotte Whiteley, Helen 
Schwarx and Marian Matthews. Con- 
stitution committee; Florence Coover, 
Shirley Francis and Jean Drake. 
Feminine Field Reporter Sees 
Play Day As Grand Sucess 
Stump,   Coover,   Powell,   Boules,   Fauble  And   Rhoades 
Named Managers For Indoor Baseball 
Teams; Splash Party Planned 
BY VIRGINIA ALGU1RE 
Gals Who Keep Thin 
Use Rhythmic Swim 
We gals who make up that con- 
glomeration of beauty of face and 
form commonly called the "Rhythmic 
Swimmers," are going to produce 
an exhibition on Saturday, May 4. 
Miss Jean Drake, who's been the 
optimist of the group as well as di- 
rector, promises nn exhibition you'll 
really enjoy. 
We "thinner clads" are really proud 
of ourselves, for we swim, we swim 
together, and, moreover, we swim 
together with muaic. With the 
strains of "Beautiful Ohio" in our 
ears, we girls make what we hope 
will be a perfect circle. What? 
You've never seen it done? Well, 
you probably never will. 
The participants in the rhythmic- 
group have found this to be a thor- 
oughly enjoyable sport. The mem- 
bers of the group have all worked 
hard on it and hope to continue with 
the sport next year. 
Warner Observes Changes In 
Physical Education Teaching 
"I'm so inspired I could blow a 
fuse!" said Miss A, Wrey Warner of 
our Physical Education Department 
when she returned last Thursday from 
Chicago. She had attended the 
National Convention for leaders in 
the field of physical  education. 
The most worth while feature of 
the convention, said MiBs Warner, 
was the consultation service offered. 
Experts in the various fields were 
placed in booths where they privately 
heard the problems and questions of 
those attending and did their best 
to help. 
The emphasis of the forums and 
panel discussions was placed on 
safety education and the need for 
developing an all-around cultured 
personality in the student. Many col- 
leges are looking forward to a five 
yt-ur major curriculum requirement 
and some arc advocating an additional 
two years preparation for a master's 
degree. 
f~ Campus Camera 
IF XXJ-RE AN AVERAGE COLLEGE 
CO-ED XXJ .SPEND 1176 HOURS 
OR 49 DAYS BEFORE A MIRROR , 
DURING >OUR 4 COLLEGE YEARS/ 
AND IF MDLFRE AN AVERAGE COL- 
LEGE MAN VOU NOW KNOW THE 
REA30M FOR THOSE "LONG WAITS*. 
All Wool PanU 
Made-to-Measure 
$6.50 up 
Greiner Tailor 
Shop 
142 W. Wooster 
GENE LEWIS—L 
Compliments of 
The Bank of 
Wood County 
M.mbr 
The Federal Deposit 
Iasurance Corp. 
ROGERS BROS 
*V    DRUGGIST?       . 
*    H, PHOr:t 5741  * 
With this newspaper office in a 
general uproar because the fairer 
sex has taken over publication for 
the time being, I shall attempt a few 
news items on what the women are 
doing in the way of sporta. 
The High School Play Day Satur- 
day was quite a success. One of the 
interesting sidelights of the affair was 
the presence of five B.G. physical 
education graduates: Lola Barth, Jes- 
sie Zimmerman, Esther March, Mary 
Silva and Leona Crockett. 
This spring weather is ideally suit- 
ed for intra-mural baseball. Manag- 
ers of the team who have been select- 
ed are: Charlotte Stump, Florence 
Coover, Naomi Powell, Bonnie Bou- 
lis, Phyl Fauble, and Kay Rhodes. 
The splash party given by the Swan 
Club will come off May 26th, with 
invitations sent to 22 colleges. Com- 
mittees in charge of the water pro 
gram are: games, Arlene Fisher, Shir- 
ley Francis, Helen Swartz and Rita 
Fender; races, Dorothea Dennis, Ed- 
na Dotson and Marian Matthews; in- 
vitations, Florence Coover, Betty Jane 
Smith and Margaret Persons; hostess- 
es, Martha Jordan, Joan Coulon, Ma- 
ry Ann Pavell, Mary Hntfield, Char 
lotte Whiteley and Vicki Finnegan. 
Marie Luti and Jean Drake passed 
their reappointment for instructor* 
in life saving last week. ThiB is the 
fifth year that Jean has passed her 
test — some example for the campus 
m,Till.u.Is   to   follow. 
Fellows Attention! 
She is coining her* to school 11 
The undislosed female is the first 
freshman to pre-register for 
next year. For further details 
contact Dunny in the BEE GEE 
NEWS office at your conven- 
ience. 
THIS COUPON AND 9c 
ENTITLES YOU TO A 
CHOCOLATE TIN ROOF 
LABEY'S SWEET 
SHOP 
COUPON—This adv. and 88c will 
clean and press a pair of trousers, 
a aweater, or a skirt. Hem* 
Laundry and Dependable Dry 
Cleaners, 186 W. Wooster St. 
THEY SAY! 
Our hamburger*  are 
really GIANTS . . . 
Giant 
Hamburger Shop 
South Main 
Next to Cross Motor Sales 
Open All Night 
— TRY OUR COFFEE — 
HOLLAND DAIRY 
STORE 
BIG lc SALE 
(On   ice cream only) 
Bring  your   friend  in   and   treat 
them   (or   ONE   CENT 
Good   Fri.,   Sat.,   Sun. 
HOME COOKED 
MEALS 
THAT SATISFY 
20c--25c 
Court St. 
Sandwich Shop 
Corner Court and Prospect 
Rappaport's 
"For Everything" 
Dennison   Decoration* 
Party Favors Candies 
GIFTS 
Greeting Cards 
School Supplies 
Novelties 
"Come in and look around; 
you are always welcome" 
FOR 
QUALITY 
DAIRY PRODUCTS 
Model Dairy 
THESE WARM SPRING DAYS 
mean 
PICNICS 
.i 
* And what is a picnic ... without 
Cain's Marcelled Potato Chips? 
CRISPY - DELICIOUS - ZESTFUL 
• That is why in Bowling Green the 
words "Picnics" and "Cain's Mar- 
celled Potato Chips" are practically 
synonymous'. 
• * 
• For convenience buy chips for 
your outing in bulk can sizes 
* Smaller 5c, 10c and 20c sacks on 
sale everywhere. 
Cain's Potato Chip Co. 
Phone 2391 We Deliver 121 Lehman 
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Blum   Pipple 
Business   Manager D»rl   Gatchell 
Phone 4653 
Shop Foreman . —Harry Slawson 
Advertising Manager Robert Baron 
Gerald Myers, Harold Parker, Jack 
McMahon, Ralph Oyler, Don Pat- 
terson, June Rumrael, Marjorie 
HUt, Leila SUM, Peggy Curtiss, 
Donna Linker. 
|      Swing Tips 
The Cheyenne Mountain Dancers 
last night made Ruthie Wolfe and 
her begogglcd escort, the hottest pair 
of terpsichoreans on this campus 
wem luke-warm. And did you no- 
tice, girls, how those men swing 
those gals? Gosh, for some power- 
ful men like that around herd 
Well, there is a new step just out 
which should prove to be a wow. 
Anyone who has nerve enough can 
try it. It starts out with the man 
running a fifty-yard dash, clearing 
a twelve-foot hurdle and landing in 
the arms of his loved one. If they 
aren't both dead by this time, they 
can get up and try the "Butterfly 
Buzz." This latter is an original 
dance interpreted according to the 
girl's own inclinations after being 
crushed by the impact of her flying 
partner. It is usually modified in 
the "Dead Mnn's Drag" which is com- 
paratively dull after the other steps. 
Any ideas you vital swingsters 
hnvc concerning the subject, just send 
in to the "Swing Tipper' and we'll 
print 'em   (on condition). 
FIVE SISTER SORORITY FORMAL WILL 
BE EVENT OF SATURDAY EVENING 
Paul Risko's Orchestra To Play From 9:00 To 12:00; 
Janet Stump Is General Chairman In Charge; 
Alumni Luncheon To Be In Afternoon 
Evenl of the week-end will be the Five Sister Sorority's an- 
nual spring formal dance to be ht'd Saturday evening in Reception 
Hall. Paul Risko's orchestra, a new rhythm group to make its 
appearance on the campus this season, will play from 9 to 12. 
The actives and the returning alumni will have a luncheon 
at the Woman's Club on Saturday noon.    A   program   and tea 
will    be    the    high-"*  
lights of the after- 
noon. 
Janet Stump Is 
general chairman in 
charge of arrange- 
ments. Assisting her 
are Helen Fash- 
baugh and Glenna 
Gschwend, luncheon 
and tea; Bcttc Sams 
M. W1.1 ruth and     Rosemnry 
Johnston, invitations; Mary I*ou 
Maucrhan, orchestra; and Dorothy 
Mercer,  decorations. 
Faculty guests at the dance arc: 
President and Mrs. Frank J. Prout, 
Mr. and Mrs. Eldcn T. Smith, Dean 
nnd Mrs. A. B. Conklin, Mr. and Mrs. 
Warren E. Stellcr and the sorority 
sponsors, Mrs. Frank Moores and 
Miss Helen Henderson. 
C.   B.  Digby,  Walt  Rothrock,   Vince 
Barton and Fred  Uhlman. 
Slashes 
from Hollywoodl    ^ ' G*?Z 
We keep "tuned" to the latest 
flashes from Hollywood and 
bring the beauty hints of the 
stars to you. 
Individualized 
PERMANENTS 
from $1.50 to $10 
Monty's 
Beauty Salon 
MARY HONOR CROWLEY—C 
Where's the crowd 
going Sunday 
Night? 
DINING ROOM 
WOMAN'S CLUB 
of course 
For   their   swell   inex- 
pensive buffet supper.. 
Student prices are 
35c 
Lul w«l-Md was a big one for 
the Phratra sorority. Friday eve- 
ning the annual formal dance was 
held in the Reception Hall with the 
Blue Knights from Rossford playing 
from 9 to 12. Committee members 
for the dance were; orchestra, Neva 
Spilkcr; program, Mary Cross; re- 
freshments, June Otis; invitations, 
Catherine Alspach; decorations, Mir- 
iam I.eimlerker and Agnes Drummer. 
Faculty guests at the alTair were: 
President and Mrs. Frank J. Prout, 
Dr. and Mrs. W. A. Znugg, Dean and 
Mrs. Clyde Hissong. Dean and Mrs. 
Ralph Harshman, Mr. und Mrs. W. 
C. Jordan, Dr. and Mrs. 11. B. Wil- 
liams, Miss A. Wrey Warner, Dr. and 
Mrs. C. II. Otis, Mr. and Mrs. Loren 
Janzi-r, Miss Carolyn Shaw, Dr. nnd 
Mrs. C. F. Rceba, Mr. and Mrs. W. S. 
Huffman, Mrs. Ruth McWillinms, Miss 
Gladys Burling, Mrs. Maude Sharp 
and Miss Mac Simmons. 
The Founders' Day dinner was held 
Saturday evening at 0:30 in the Wo- 
men's Club and Sunday afternoon an 
all campus college tea was held in 
the lounge of the Women's Building 
from 3 to 5. Miss Nina Beattic, Mrs. 
Prout, Mrs. Josephine James, Mrs. 
J. M. Cadwallader and Mrs. McWil- 
liams poured. Committee members 
for the tea were: program, Miriam 
Lcindccker, Carol Christman, Agnes 
Drummer, Mildred Koch; reception, 
Catherine Alspach; place, Eleanor 
Rupp; food, Beverly Barrett, I.etha 
Waehtmann, Hannah Blackburn, Jane 
Otis and Betty Holcomb; publicity 
and invitation Leviathan Huff, Doro 
thy Bright; decorations, Neva Spil- 
kcr, Mary Cross. 
Fifty couplet attended the Seven 
Sister formal dance Saturday eve- 
ning in Reception Hall, dancing to the 
music of Dick Hanselman's orchestra. 
The theme of the dance was "In an 
Old  Dutch Garden". 
Gay tulips bloomed on the dance 
pillars. The front of the band stand 
represented a stone wall with wells 
placed at each side. On the back wall 
of the hall flashed a Dutch scene. 
Refreshments were served at inter- 
mission by  girls  in  Dutch  costumes. 
Committee chairmen for the dance 
were: decorations, Helen Sturgeon; 
program, Ruth Dodds; refreshments, 
Margaret Wilson; orchestra, Elolse 
Dyer. 
Faculty guests included: President 
and Mrs. F. J. Prout, Dean and Mrs. 
A. B. Conklin, Mr. and Mrs. B. H. 
Urschel, Miss Florence Litchfield, 
Miss Caroline Nielsen, Mrs. Maude 
Shnrp, Miss A. Wrey Warner, Mrs. 
W. E. Lents, Miss Grace Tressel, 
Miss Esther Ilayhursl, Mr. and Mrs. 
W. A. Znugg and Mr. and Mrs. D. J. 
Crowley. 
Thirty-five Five Brother* attend- 
ed .services, at the United Brethren 
Church Sunday morning in n body. 
Week end visitor at the house was 
Glen Chambers of Georgia. Chambers 
is donate!* of the Five Brother Scholar- 
ship Plaque. President Bob Frank will 
represent the fraternity at the Five 
Sister formal dance this Saturduy 
evening) Spring houscclcuning ha 
been started at the house by the pledge 
group. 
APPLICATION 
PICTURES 
12 for $2.25 
6 for .. $1.75 
4 proofs to choose from 
Application   pictures   from   your 
Key negative— 
12 for $1.25 
Ariel Walker 
Studio 
104  N.   Main Phone   9041 
Sorority member* and sponsor* 
were guests at a tea in the new Wo- 
men's Lounge Monday afternoon at 
4 in honor of the installation of new 
Members to the Inter-sorority Coun- 
cil. 
Succeeding Gene I#wis as presi- 
dent of the organisation is Seven 
Sister Vera Welty. Other officers 
formally installed were June Reed, 
Skol, vice-president; Lucille Jump, 
Three Kay, secretary-treasurer; and 
Kathcrine Bilderback, Three Kay, 
corresponding  secretary. 
Several members of the Pan-Hel- 
lenic Council were present at the 
tea.    Miss Welty poured. 
Fourteen Commoner pledges receiv- 
ed their second degree last week. Ro- 
bert Carmichael, ritual supervisor, 
was in charge. 
A number of important by-laws 
were passed and added to the Con- 
stitution of the fraternity at the 
meeting. Recommendations were prep- 
ared by a committee consisting of 
Robert Carmichael, Jerry Ries and 
Dick Dunipace. 
The Delhi Fraternity will hold a 
stag party at the house next Wed- 
nesday evening. Tiny Riddle an- 
nounces that plans for Sadie Hawkins 
Day are progressing. Alumni guests 
for the week-end were Reed Shelley, 
PARROTS 
3rd ANNIVERSARY TODAY 
WEDNESDAY, MAY 1 
Come In And Dance-FREE Music 
From 2 P. M. Till Closing 
Specials From 2 P.M. Till Closing 
All 10c Fountain Items  8c 
All 15c Sundaes - 12c 
Miss Neva  West and two  members 
of the Kindergarten Primary Club, 
Virginia Woods, president of the or- 
ganization, and Dorothy Baxter, left 
Sunday to attend the National Asso- 
ciation for Childhood Education at 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin, to stay there 
u week. Miss West will be the guest 
of Miss Margaret Scruggs, former 
music teacher in Bowling Green. 
Several members of the KP Club 
also attended the Btate meeting of the 
Ohio Association for Childhood F.du- 
cation at Granville Inn, Granville, 
Saturday. Miss West is president of 
the Association. Those who attend 
cd the meeting from Bowling Green 
were: Miss Erma Hearn and Mrs. 
M. M. Mercer, kindergarten teuchers; 
Alice Bowen, Elaine Andrews, Mar- 
cia Fricsncr, Donna Parker, Vivian 
Amos and Margaret Ward. While 
there the girls toured Denison Uni- 
versity's campus. 
The Music Department will pre- 
sent Marian Cunningham and Mar- 
tha Riley in their senior piano recitals 
this Saturday at 8 p.m. in the Recit- 
al Hall of the Practical Arts Build- 
ing. The public is cordially invited 
to  attend. 
The   program   for   the  evening   ia 
as follows: 
Prelude,  Fugue, and 
Variation Franck 
Martha Riley 
Chorale—"Jeau, Joy of Man's 
Desiring"   _ Bach 
Novcllotten in  F.  Major    Schumann 
Nocturne in C Sharp Minor    Chopin 
Mariun Cunningham 
Intermezzo Op. 117, No. 1     . Brahms 
Carillon Op. 27, No. 3 Oldberg 
Golliwogg's Cake Walk Debussy 
Martha  Riley i 
Passacaglia Cyril    Scott 
The   Music   Box _ Liadon 
F.tude  in  C  Minor       ....   Prokofieff 
Marian Cunningham 
Vision Fugitive Op. 22, 
No.   16 Prokofieff 
Lotus Land .   Scott 
Hopak          Moussorgsky 
Martha Riley 
Cast Of The 'Shrew' 
Go To Weslyan Play 
Thirteen members of the Univer- 
sity Players' cast for "The Taming 
of the Shrew" to be given on May 
15-17 in the Auditorium went to 
Ohio Wesleyan University at Dela- 
ware as guests of the Wesleyan Play- 
ers' Presentation of "The Shrew," 
Friday and Saturday evenings. 
The role of Petruchio in the Wes- 
leyan production was taken by Fred 
Nissen of Port Clinton, a boyhood 
friend of Dick Jaynes who will have 
the part of Petruchio in the Bowling 
Green presentation of the same play. 
Members of the Bowling Green 
cast seeing the play Friday were 
Howard Shine, Daniel Noss, Bill 
Critz. Allen Lewis, Harley Allion, 
Dick Jaynes, Gene Keller, Helen Rear 
and Margaret Ettinger. Prof, and 
Mrs. Elden T. Smith accompanied 
the group. 
On Saturday evening, Welda Ber- 
lincourt, Grace Gessner, Jack Dory, 
and Jack Doane, accompanied by 
Miss Welda Berlincourt of Fremont, 
saw the production. 
AMERICA'S 
BUSIEST 
CIGARETTE 
...at every corner it's 
Chesterfield 
... today's definitely milder... cooler- 
smoking ... better-tasting cigarette 
When you buy a pack of cigarettes, give 
it the smoker's perfect quiz ... Is it mild? 
Is it cool? Does it taste better? If you do 
that, you'll turn by choice to Chesterfield 
because Chesterfield has all the answers. 
Their blend of the best tobaccos grown, 
their size, shape and the way they burn, 
all help to make Chesterfield America's 
Busiest Cigarette. 
Make your next pack Chesterfield 
You can't buy a better Cigarette Cepnishi 1940. 
Docs IT & Mrsu TOBACCO Co. 
A resident of the Belgian Congo is 
enrolled in a University of Kansas 
extension course. 
An Ohio University faculty com- 
mittee is working out a curricular 
calendar that will chart college act- 
ivities until 2,000 A.D. 
The University of Michigan track 
team has won the Butler University 
Indoor Relays championship for seven 
consecutive years. 
Women led the men 137 to 68 in 
Tulsa University's honor roll for the 
first semester. 
BRIGHAMS 
for 
CORSAGES 
174  S.  Main Ph.  2931 
ON THE COUNTER! 
at the 
Whitehouse 
Hamburger Shop 
Hamburgers,   Pork,   Ham,   and 
Ef J   Sandwiches 
STRUTWEAR HOSIERY 
77c pr. 
13th Pair Free 
CHURCH SHOE SHOP 
Cot   Top   Performance   With 
ATLANTIC GASOLINE and 
MOTOR OIL 
ATLANTIC WHITE 
FLASH 
Cor.   S.   Main  and   Washington 
THE CLA-ZEL 
WEDTHUR  FRI. 
May  1-2-3 
Errol Flynn, Miriam Hopkins in 
"VIRGINIA CITY" 
SAT. — Open  2:16 — May 4 
2  FEATURES  2 
Jane Withers, Gene Autry in 
"SHOOTING HIGH" 
Also 
"THE MAN WHO 
WOULDN'T TALK" 
THE LYRIC 
WED.-THUR. May 1-2 
Frederic March, Joan Bennett in 
•TRADE WINDS" 
FRI.-SAT. May 3-4 
Open 2:16 Sat 
Charles Starrett in     * 
TWO FISTED RANGER 
Admission lie and 16c 
SUN-MON. May 8-4 
Open 2:16 Sun. 
EDDIE  CANTOR  in 
'40 LITTLE MOTHERS' 
TUE. — Open 4 — May 7 
Zorina, Richard Greene in 
"I WAS AN 
ADVENTURESS" 
Admisison  lie, 21c till 6; 
lie, .11c after 6 
ROBERT JONES 
SUN.-MON. May  8-4 
Open 2:16 Snn. 
I Eddie   Albert,   Rosemary   Lane, 
Wayne Morris, Jane Wyman, 
Ronald Reagan in 
"AN ANGEL FROM 
TEXAS" 
TUE.-WED.-THUR. 
May 7-S-9 
Bette Davis, Miriam Hopkins, 
George Brent in 
'THE OLD MAID" 
FRANK DEVORAK 
